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About This Content

Dig in and go down deep in the mine where you may strike it rich in Crazy Machines 2 Jewel Digger Add on! Join the Crazy
Professor on his mining caper in gold and jewel laden mines! A whole new set of awesome parts and puzzles await!

Come on get ready to get stake your claim while you create and solve level after level of wacky contraption fun! And, don't
forget the dynamite! Don your safety helmet, grab your pick ax and head into the mine with a spiffy new set of parts and items!
Use your drill to harvest robust blocks of soil, stone and granite. Do it right and release sparkling jewels as you destroy blocks!
Valuable Red Rubies, lush green Emeralds, pure white Diamonds and deep blue Sapphires, each more beautiful than the last,

plus gold nuggets are just waiting for you!

Eureka! We struck gold! Find out just how many nuggets you need to create a gold bar, what you trigger when you drop a jewel,
and choose from a variety of fire sources to heat up your furnace.

Check out the fun new experiments the professor has dug up for you to solve including, Bling Bling!, Jewels for All, Make Gold
to Gold, Coal to Gold, What goes up must come down, Collector's Passion, A Long Journey, and more!

Features

Build mining contraptions

Harvest jewels and gold
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Solve 8 new mind bending puzzles

Enjoy all 20 new parts (including variations), & the cool new mining background

NOTE: This is an "add-on" to Crazy Machines 2. You must own Crazy Machines 2 in order to use this product.
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Dead game, dont be fooled and buy it.. One of the worst Telltale games. The UI is buggy at best, the audio is distorted at times
and the puzzles are not even puzzles or are not fun.. gearbgaergb. What can be said? Well this is the "tipical" city defence style
as others but different graphics. I do enjoy these "not too time coonsuming games" I can hop on check my things attack
someone and while my troops come back (are being made/trained) I can play another game as well. This type of games is just
relaxing and probably not for the impatient people who want everything done very quickly. It does take 2 days to get a lvl 5 town
center o.o about a day or so for defences the higher they are. I can see why it would bother some but I've played enough of these
to just ignore it and play something else while I wait. Overall I would recommend this game to people who do enjoy these type
of games but I would not recomment it to people who want everything done in a day.

Have a marvelous day! and game on :). Ninja please!
Old sticking out of the shadows lookin\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665Old chinese stars be dull as vanilla wafers
lookin\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665Old smoke clouds be lookin like flour lookin\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665This
gem is only for
real ninjas.. A simple Worms-style gameplay, at a rock-bottom price. Could have used more polish. For example, the functions
of the two action-types are not explained. There are no golf clubs to select, nor directions to aim. The mechanics of obsticles,
wind speeds, and ability-skills are not explained. The system of meta-game unlocks are not explained. Also, I am very annoyed
that the xbox-style gamepad controller doesn't work, and the keyboard controls do not access the menus.

If you have the patience to look past the short-comings, then I think there is a golf-campaign to be explored. You will be limited
to only one club, only hitting the ball straight ahead, and a having to learn as you go. Maybe you can even get your controller
working with it. Dog Gone Golfing uses the Game Maker game engine. I tried playing this on an Ubuntu 18.10 system.
I bet the designer had a lot of fun playing this game, but he seems to have had trouble figuring out how to share his experience
with new players.. Automatic transmission doesn't work on snow and ice atm.. I really wish I had read mroe into this game
before buying it. I like planes so I saw planes and though ooh this will be fun! It's not. The controls are horible, I mean
BEYOND horrible, it's oversensative and really laggy - is that even possible?! I couldn't find a way to change the controls, I
wouldn't even play this with a gaming pad.. I keep getting stuck behind landscaping when in mission mode, there is no way to
back yourself out. Keep needing to restart the game and try to find a different route - it's very frustrating for what should be a
fun casual game. I'm really disappointed that I spent my money on this.. Yeah!.......another old school retro side-scrolling
shooter with loads of weapons to choose from, upgrades to choose from, boss battles to fight, and reasonably challenging levels
to play through; (not too easy, not too hard). This is an ideal starter for newcomers to the genre; it's cheap, (only a measly £4.49
{approx $6.50}), and it's dead easy to play. You can even use your joystick or controller' if you've got one;. (I used my Saitek
joystick as i'd just been playing HAWX 2 and it was a joy to play with rather than have to use the keyboard controls). You can
customise your ship and include several weapons that can be cycled through to take advantage of different in game situations.

The graphics are colorful and any one familiar with the games of old (circa 1980's - 90's) this will bring back memories of the
time spent in the arcades competing against your friends (money well spent), then playing them on the first console back in the
mid to late 80's
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You don't need this
Seriously, if your computer is working fine don't even bother. Even if something is faulty, just use google or look up the
manufacturer and go to their website/forum for drivers or advice. Hell you could go practically on any game forum and ask if
you don't know what you're doing or watch a video on youtube.

Stuff like this will either slow down your system, break it, install malicious software or all of the above more than likely. Even
in the best case scenario it will at least do one of those things and while it may not be obvious at first, it will as time goes on.

There are not any programs that I know off that boosts performance or installs all kinds of drivers that did not come with some
sort of problem and I've been into computers since the 80's so I think I should know. All it takes for it is to install the incorrect
drives, replace or remove other files and so forth for something to go wrong.

Do what you want but if it works for you that's great but it's not reliable even if it seems so. In the end I still stand by my first
statement. If it's not broke and working as intended it doesn't need fixed or altered.. Very fun game, it would be nice if theres
thirdperson option so you could see ur customization
. nice and playable...but with lack of adventure.... Delightful point and click adventure, manages to feel classic and modern at
the same time.
Great art, interesting setting and puzzles of exactly the right difficulty.
Oh, and awesome dream sequences - they deserve to be mentioned separately.. Thought I was getting into a game about
divination or astronomy. Instead, I've ended up collecting strands of hair.
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